The Literature Book Big Ideas Simply
Explained
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this the literature book
big ideas simply explained by online. You might not require more time to spend to go to the
book initiation as with ease as search for them. In some cases, you likewise get not discover
the revelation the literature book big ideas simply explained that you are looking for. It will
deﬁnitely squander the time.
However below, later than you visit this web page, it will be thus completely easy to acquire as
capably as download guide the literature book big ideas simply explained
It will not put up with many mature as we notify before. You can realize it while play-act
something else at home and even in your workplace. thus easy! So, are you question? Just
exercise just what we give under as competently as review the literature book big ideas
simply explained what you past to read!

The History Book DK 2016-09-16 Travel thousands of years into our past and discover the
signiﬁcant events that shaped the world as we know it. This book includes short, descriptive
explanations of key ideas, themes, and events of world history that are easy to understand.
Explore topics such as the founding of Baghdad, the colonization of the Americas, and the
inception of Buddhism without complicated jargon. This book is part of DK's award-winning Big
Ideas Simply Explained educational series that uses witty graphics and engaging descriptions
to enlighten readers. Don't stop at American history, explore the world! This book is full of fun
facts from the human story, going as far back as the origins of our species to space
exploration today. Discover all things revolution, from the French to the digital, including the
rise of the internet. Enjoy short and sweet biographies of some of the most important thinkers
and leaders throughout history, like Martin Luther, Charles Darwin, and Nelson Mandela. You'll
learn who said famous historical quotes, and what they really meant when they said it. Big
Ideas This is a modern twist on the good old-fashioned encyclopedia, now easier to follow with
diagrams, mind maps, and timelines. Step-by-step diagrams will have you reviewing your
ideas about history. Start from the very beginning: - Human Origins 200,000 years ago - 3500
BGE - Ancient Civilizations 6000 BGE - 500 CE - The Medieval World 500 - 1492 - Early Modern
Era 1420 - 1795 - Changing Societies 1776 - 1914 - The Modern World 1914 - Present The
Series Simply Explained With over 7 million copies sold worldwide to date, The History Book is
part of the award-winning Big Ideas Simply Explained series from DK Books. It uses innovative
graphics along with engaging writing to make complex subjects easier to understand.
The Mythology Book DK 2018-05-03 Learn about compelling worlds and characters depicted
in myths and legends in The Mythology Book. Part of the fascinating Big Ideas series, this book
tackles tricky topics and themes in a simple and easy to follow format. Learn about Mythology
in this overview guide to the subject, brilliant for novices looking to ﬁnd out more and experts
wishing to refresh their knowledge alike! The Mythology Book brings a fresh and vibrant take
on the topic through eye-catching graphics and diagrams to immerse yourself in. This
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captivating book will broaden your understanding of Mythology, with: - More than 80 classics
retold and explained in mythology - Packed with facts, charts, timelines and graphs to help
explain core concepts - A visual approach to big subjects with striking illustrations and
graphics throughout - Easy to follow text makes topics accessible for people at any level of
understanding The Mythology Book allows you delve into each myth, discover the meanings
behind them, and understand their signiﬁcance to diﬀerent cultures worldwide - aimed at
adults with an interest in the subject and wanting to gain more of an overview. Here you'll ﬁnd
global coverage of world myths, proﬁling everything from the well-known tales of the Greeks,
Norsemen, and Egyptians to the legends of the Caribbean, the Americas, Oceania, and East
Asia. Your Mythological Questions, Simply Explained Learn about myths in this essential guide,
from early creation beliefs to classical hero narratives and the recurring theme of the afterlife.
Delve into each myth and discover the meanings behind these stories, getting to the heart of
their signiﬁcance to diﬀerent cultures worldwide. If you thought it was diﬃcult to learn about
the many classic stories, The Mythology Book presents key information in a clear layout.
Discover Zeus, god of the sky and ruler of the Olympian gods, Loki, the cunning trickster with
a knack for causing havoc, Thor with his mighty hammer, and Hades, ruler of the underworld and much more. The Big Ideas Series With millions of copies sold worldwide, The Mythology
Book is part of the award-winning Big Ideas series from DK. The series uses striking graphics
along with engaging writing, making big topics easy to understand.
The Islam Book DK 2020-08-04 Learn about the history and traditions of the Islamic faith in
The Islam Book. Part of the fascinating Big Ideas series, this book tackles tricky topics and
themes in a simple and easy to follow format. Learn about Islam in this overview guide to the
subject, brilliant for novices looking to ﬁnd out more and experts wishing to refresh their
knowledge alike! The Islam Book brings a fresh and vibrant take on the topic through eyecatching graphics and diagrams to immerse yourself in. This captivating book will broaden
your understanding of Islam, with: - Images of Islamic art, architecture, calligraphy, and
historical artifacts - Packed with facts, charts, timelines and graphs to help explain core
concepts - A visual approach to big subjects with striking illustrations and graphics throughout
- Straightforward text makes topics accessible for people at any level of understanding The
Islam Book is a comprehensive guide essential to understanding the world's fastest-growing
religion - aimed at self-educators after a trustworthy account and religious studies students
wanting to gain an overview. Here you'll ﬁnd clear factual writing oﬀering insight into terms
like Sharia law, the Caliphate, and jihad; Sunni and Shia divisions; and Suﬁ poetry and music.
Your Islam Questions, Simply Explained This essential guide to Islam covers every aspect of
the Muslim faith and its history - from the life of the Prophet Muhammad and the teachings of
the Koran to Islam in the 21st century. If you thought it was diﬃcult to learn about one of the
world's major religions, The Islam Book presents key information in an easy to follow layout.
Find out about modern issues such as fundamentalism, the work of peaceful traditionalists,
modernizers, and women's rights campaigners, as well as the central tenets of Islam, such as
prayer, fasting, and pilgrimage. The Big Ideas Series With millions of copies sold worldwide,
The Islam Book is part of the award-winning Big Ideas series from DK. The series uses striking
graphics along with engaging writing, making big topics easy to understand.
The Business Book DK 2014-12-19 You can achieve your business dream. Beat the odds as you
learn from the best - including Henry Ford, Steve Jobs, and Bill Gates - and turn your idea into
an amazing and proﬁtable enterprise. The Business Book helps you over the hurdles facing
every new business, such as ﬁnding a gap in the market, securing ﬁnance, employing people,
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and creating an eye-catching brand. It is a plain-speaking visual guide to 80 of the most
important commerce theories including chaos theory, critical path analysis, market mapping,
and the MABA matrix. Its graphics and ﬂow diagrams demystify complicated concepts and
explain the ideas of seminal business thinkers, such as Malcolm Gladwell's "tipping point" or
Michael Porter's "ﬁve forces". It shows that you can succeed with stories of rags-to-riches
entrepreneurs, including the founders of Hewlett-Packard, who began their global enterprise
from their garage. Whether you are a student, a CEO, or a would-be entrepreneur, The
Business Book will inspire you and put you on the inside track to making your goal a reality.
Series Overview: Big Ideas Simply Explained series uses creative design and innovative
graphics along with straightforward and engaging writing to make complex subjects easier to
understand. With over 7 million copies worldwide sold to date, these award-winning books
provide just the information needed for students, families, or anyone interested in concise,
thought-provoking refreshers on a single subject.
Writers DK 2018-09-06 Explore the fascinating lives and loves of the greatest novelists,
poets, and playwrights. From William Shakespeare and Jane Austen to Gabriel García Márquez
and Toni Morrison, Writers explores more than 100 biographies of the world's greatest writers.
Each featured novelist, playwright, or poet is introduced by a stunning portrait, followed by
photography and illustrations of locations and artefacts important in their lives - along with
pages from original manuscripts, ﬁrst editions, and their correspondence. Trace the
friendships, loves, and rivalries that inspired each individual and aﬀected their writing,
revealing insights into the larger-than-life characters, plots, and evocative settings that they
created. You will also uncover details each writer's most famous pieces and understand the
times and cultures they lived in - see how the world inﬂuenced them and how their works
inﬂuenced the world. Writers introduces key ideas, themes, and literary techniques of each
ﬁgure, revealing the imaginations and personalities behind some of the world's greatest
novels, short stories, poems, and plays. A diverse variety of authors are covered, from the
Middle Ages to present day, providing a compelling glimpse into the lives of the people behind
the page.
The Medicine Book DK 2021-03-02 Learn about astonishing medical breakthroughs and
discoveries in The Medicine Book. Part of the fascinating Big Ideas series, this book tackles
tricky topics and themes in a simple and easy to follow format. Learn about Medicine in this
overview guide to the subject, great for novices looking to ﬁnd out more and experts wishing
to refresh their knowledge alike! The Medicine Book brings a fresh and vibrant take on the
topic through eye-catching graphics and diagrams to immerse yourself in. This captivating
book will broaden your understanding of Medicine, with: - More than 100 ground-breaking
ideas in this ﬁeld of science - Packed with facts, charts, timelines and graphs to help explain
core concepts - A visual approach to big subjects with striking illustrations and graphics
throughout - Easy to follow text makes topics accessible for people at any level of
understanding The Medicine Book is a captivating introduction to the crucial breakthroughs in
this science, aimed at adults with an interest in the subject and students wanting to gain more
of an overview. Here you'll discover more than 90 amazing medical discoveries through
exciting text and bold graphics. Your Medical Questions, Simply Explained This fresh new guide
explores the discoveries that have shaped our modern-day understanding of medicine and
helped us protect and promote our health. If you thought it was diﬃcult to learn about the
important milestones in medical history The Medicine Book presents key information in an
easy to follow layout. Learn about medical science's response to new challenges - such as
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COVID-19, and ancient practices like herbal medicine and balancing the humors - through
superb mind maps and step-by-step summaries. The Big Ideas Series With millions of copies
sold worldwide, The Medicine Book is part of the award-winning Big Ideas series from DK. The
series uses striking graphics along with engaging writing, making big topics easy to
understand.
A Doll ́s House Henrik Ibsen 2018-05-23 Reproduction of the original: A Doll ́s House by
Henrik Ibsen
The Art Book Dorling Kindersley 2017-02-27 What makes something a great work of art?
Written in plain English, The Art Book cuts through the jargon of art history and theory, and is
packed with images of the world's greatest works of art and witty infographics that explore the
ideas behind them. From prehistoric fertility ﬁgures to contemporary video installations, this is
the perfect primer to the world of art. -- Cover.
The Literature Book Sam Atkinson 2016 Packed with witty illustrations and clear graphics
making it the perfect primer to world literature, from ancient epics, such as the Iliad and
Mahabharata to contemporary works by Salman Rushdie and Margaret Atwood.
The Biology Book DK 2021-06-29 Learn about the most important discoveries and theories of
this science in The Biology Book. Part of the fascinating Big Ideas series, this book tackles
tricky topics and themes in a simple and easy to follow format. Learn about Biology in this
overview guide to the subject, great for novices looking to ﬁnd out more and experts wishing
to refresh their knowledge alike! The Biology Book brings a fresh and vibrant take on the topic
through eye-catching graphics and diagrams to immerse yourself in. This captivating book will
broaden your understanding of Biology, with: - More than 95 ideas and events key to the
development of biology and the life sciences - Packed with facts, charts, timelines and graphs
to help explain core concepts - A visual approach to big subjects with striking illustrations and
graphics throughout - Easy to follow text makes topics accessible for people at any level of
understanding The Biology Book is a captivating introduction to understanding the living world
and explaining how its organisms work and interact - whether microbes, mushrooms, or
mammals. Here you'll discover key areas of the life sciences, including ecology, zoology, and
biotechnology, through exciting text and bold graphics. Your Biology Questions, Simply
Explained This book will outline big biological ideas, like the mysteries of DNA and genetic
inheritance; and how we learned to develop vaccines that control diseases. If you thought it
was diﬃcult to learn about the living world, The Biology Book presents key information in a
clear layout. Here you'll learn about cloning, neuroscience, human evolution, and gene editing,
and be introduced to the scientists who shaped these subjects, such as Carl Linnaeus, JeanBaptiste Lamarck, Charles Darwin, and Gregor Mendel. The Big Ideas Series With millions of
copies sold worldwide, The Biology Book is part of the award-winning Big Ideas series from DK.
The series uses striking graphics along with engaging writing, making big topics easy to
understand.
The Ecology Book DK 2019-04-02 Explore ecology in this accessible introduction to how the
natural world works and how we have started to understand the environment, ecosystems,
and climate change. Using a bold, graphic-led approach, The Ecology Book explores and
explains more than 85 of the key ideas, movements, and acts that have deﬁned ecology and
ecological thought. The book has a simple chronological structure, with early chapters ranging
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from the ideas of classical thinkers to attempts by Enlightenment thinkers to systematically
order the natural world. Later chapters trace the evolution of modern thinking, from the ideas
of Thomas Malthus, Henry Thoreau, and others, right up to the political and scientiﬁc
developments of the modern era, including the birth of the environmental movement and the
Paris Agreement. The ideal introduction to one of the most important subjects of our time.
The Maths Book DK 2019-09-05 Learn about the most important mathematical ideas,
theorems, and movements in The Maths Book. Part of the fascinating Big Ideas series, this
book tackles tricky topics and themes in a simple and easy to follow format. Learn about
Maths in this overview guide to the subject, great for novices looking to ﬁnd out more and
experts wishing to refresh their knowledge alike! The Maths Book brings a fresh and vibrant
take on the topic through eye-catching graphics and diagrams to immerse yourself in. This
captivating book will broaden your understanding of Maths, with: - More than 85 ideas and
events key to the development of mathematics - Packed with facts, charts, timelines and
graphs to help explain core concepts - A visual approach to big subjects with striking
illustrations and graphics throughout - Easy to follow text makes topics accessible for people
at any level of understanding The Maths Book is a captivating introduction to the world's most
famous theorems, mathematicians and movements, aimed at adults with an interest in the
subject and students wanting to gain more of an overview. Charting the development of maths
around the world from Babylon to Bletchley Park, this book explains how maths help us
understand everything from patterns in nature to artiﬁcial intelligence. Your Maths Questions,
Simply Explained What is an imaginary number? Can two parallel lines ever meet? How can
maths help us predict the future? This engaging overview explores answers to big questions
like these and how they contribute to our understanding of maths. If you thought it was
diﬃcult to learn about topics like algebra and statistics, The Maths Book presents key
information in an easy to follow layout. Learn about the history of maths, from ancient ideas
such as magic squares and the abacus to modern cryptography, fractals, and the ﬁnal proof of
Fermat's Last Theorem. The Big Ideas Series With millions of copies sold worldwide, The Maths
Book is part of the award-winning Big Ideas series from DK. The series uses striking graphics
along with engaging writing, making big topics easy to understand. r to understand.
The Literature Book DK 2020-02-11 Learn about the greatest works of literature, and the lives
of those who wrote them in The Literature Book. Part of the fascinating Big Ideas series, this
book tackles tricky topics and themes in a simple and easy to follow format. Learn about
Literature in this overview guide to the subject, great for beginners looking to learn and
experts wishing to refresh their knowledge alike! The Literature Book brings a fresh and
vibrant take on the topic through eye-catching graphics and diagrams to immerse yourself in.
This captivating book will broaden your understanding of Literature, with: - More than 100
ground-breaking ideas on major literary works - Packed with facts, charts, timelines and
graphs to help explain core concepts - A visual approach to big subjects with striking
illustrations and graphics throughout - Easy to follow text makes topics accessible for people
at any level of understanding The Literature Book is the perfect introduction to masterpieces
from the world’s greatest authors, aimed at adults with an interest in the subject, and
literature students wanting to gain more of an overview. Here you’ll discover more than 100
articles exploring landmark novels, short stories, plays, and poetry that reinvented the art of
writing in their time. Your Literature Questions, Simply Explained From the Iliad to The Great
Gatsby, embark on a fascinating, graphic-led journey through the greatest works of poetry and
prose. If you thought it was diﬃcult to learn about the ﬁctional masterpieces of our time and
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the literary geniuses behind them, The Literature Book presents key information in an easy to
follow layout. From Modernism to Shakespearean, Realism to Romanticism, discover the
literary movements through fantastic mind maps and step-by-step summaries. The Big Ideas
Series With millions of copies sold worldwide, The Literature Book is part of the award-winning
Big Ideas series from DK. The series uses striking graphics along with engaging writing,
making big topics easy to understand.
Big Ideas in Brief Ian Crofton 2013-09-10 Ian Crofton, former editor-in-chief of The Guinness
Encyclopedia, has written a wide range of other general reference books, including Philosophy
(Teach Yourself Instant Reference) and Science Without the Boring Bits. With Big Ideas in Brief,
Crofton provides an accessible tour of 200 key concepts that really matter. The ideas covered
come from a wide range of subjects--Philosophy, Religion, Politics, Economics, Sociology,
Anthropology, Psychology, the Arts, and Science. A series of short, lively articles, accompanied
by 100 illustrations, introduces a host of diverse topics, from Existentialism to Expressionism,
from Consciousness to Constitutionalism, from Feminism to Free Trade, from Class to
Cognitive Theory, from Reincarnation to Relativityâ??all explained simply and clearly. From the
Trade Paperback edition.
The Economics Book DK 2014-12-19 All your complicated economic questions and theories
explained by world experts. Economics is a broad topic, and your knowledge might be limited
if you're not an economist by profession -- until now! The Economics Book is your jargon-free,
visual guide to understanding the production and distribution of wealth. Using a combination
of authoritative, clear text, and bold graphics, this encyclopedia explores and explains big
questions and issues that aﬀect us all. Everything from taxation, to recession to the housing
market and much more! By following an innovative visual approach, The Economics Book
demystiﬁes and untangles complicated theories. Make sense of abstract concepts through
colorful graphics, fun facts, and step-by-step ﬂow diagrams. Satisfy Your Hunger for
Knowledge Dive deeper into the history of economics with this page-turning book! From the
ancient Greeks to today, you'll discover over 100 key ideas from the world's greatest theorists
like Thomas Malthus, John Maynard Keynes, and Milton Friedman. Fortunately, you don't need
an economics degree to gain this type of understanding. The Economics Book is your
accessible guide to tons of invaluable economic knowledge and learning how the economy
shapes our world! This book will be your guide through the history of economics: - Let the
Trading Begin 400 BCE - 1770 CE - The Age of Reason 1770 - 1820 - Industrial and Economic
Revolutions 1820 - 1929 - War and Depressions: 1929 - 1945 - Post-War Economics 1945 1970 - Contemporary Economics 1970 - Present The Series Simply Explained With over 7
million copies sold worldwide to date, The Economics Book is part of the award-winning Big
Ideas Simply Explained series from DK Books. It uses innovative graphics along with engaging
writing to make complex subjects easier to understand.
The Science Book DK 2015-02-02 Discover 80 trail-blazing scientiﬁc ideas, which underpin our
modern world, giving us everything from antibiotics to gene therapy, electricity to space
rockets and batteries to smart phones. What is string theory or black holes? And who
discovered gravity and radiation? The Science Book presents the fascinating story behind
these and other of the world's most important concepts in maths, chemistry, physics and
biology in plain English, with easy to grasp "mind maps" and eye-catching artworks. Albert
Einstein once quoted Isaac Newton: "If I have seen further than others, it is by standing on the
shoulders of giants." Follow context panels in The Science Book to trace how one scientist's
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ideas informed the next. See, for example, how Alan Turing's "universal computing machine"
in the 1940s led to smart phones, or how Carl Linnaeus's classiﬁcations led to Darwin's theory
of evolution, the sequencing of the human genome and lifesaving gene therapies. Part of the
popular Big Ideas series, The Science Book is the perfect way to explore this fascinating
subject. Series Overview: Big Ideas Simply Explained series uses creative design and
innovative graphics along with straightforward and engaging writing to make complex subjects
easier to understand. With over 7 million copies worldwide sold to date, these award-winning
books provide just the information needed for students, families, or anyone interested in
concise, thought-provoking refreshers on a single subject.
The Crime Book DK 2021-02-02 Investigate 100 of the world's most notorious crimes,
including the Great Train Robbery, the Lindbergh kidnapping, and the murders of serial killer
Jeﬀrey Dahmer. Were the perpetrators delusional, opportunist, or truly evil? Find out what
really happened and how the cases were solved. Discover conmen with sheer verve, such as
Victor Lustig who "sold" the Eiﬀel Tower to scrap dealers in 1925, adrenaline-fuelled escapes,
and mind-bending exploits of pirates, kidnappers, and drug cartels. The Crime Book
demystiﬁes malware, cybercrimes, and Ponzi schemes and sets out the terrifying ploys of
mass murderers from 16th-century Elizabeth Báthory who drained young girls' blood to the
more recent exploits of Rosemary and Fred West. Like a virus, crime mutates and adapts. The
Crime Book explains how pivotal moments in history opened up new opportunities for
criminals, such as the smuggling of alcohol during the American Prohibition era. It also charts
developments in justice and forensics including the Innocence Project, which used DNA testing
to exonerate wrongly convicted convicts. It examines how the forces of law and order have
fought back against crime, explaining ingenious sting operations such as tracking down the
jewel thief Bill Mason and the ﬁnal capture of murderer Ted Bundy. With a foreword from
bestselling crime author Cathy Scott, The Crime Book is an enthralling introduction to
humanity's darker side. Series Overview: Big Ideas Simply Explained series uses creative
design and innovative graphics, along with straightforward and engaging writing, to make
complex subjects easier to understand. These award-winning books provide just the
information needed for students, families, or anyone interested in concise, thought-provoking
refreshers on a single subject.
The Philosophy Book DK 2017-02-21 Discover how our big social, political and ethical ideas
are formed with The Philosophy Book. Part of the fascinating Big Ideas series, this book tackles
tricky topics and themes in a simple and easy to follow format. Learn about Philosophy in this
overview guide to the subject, great for beginners looking to learn and experts wishing to
refresh their knowledge alike! The Philosophy Book brings a fresh and vibrant take on the topic
through eye-catching graphics and diagrams to immerse yourself in. This captivating book will
broaden your understanding of Philosophy, with: - Key quotes from more than 100 of the great
thinkers of philosophy - Packed with facts, charts, timelines and graphs to help explain core
concept - A visual approach to big subjects with striking illustrations and graphics throughout Easy to follow text makes topics accessible for people at any level of understanding The
Philosophy Book is the perfect introduction to philosophy, aimed at adults with an interest in
the subject and students wanting to gain more of an overview. Here you’ll discover how key
concepts in philosophy have shaped our world, with authoritative articles that explore big
ideas. Learn about everyone who’s contributed to the ﬂow of world philosophy, from antiquity
to the modern age, through superb mind maps explaining the line of thought. Your
Philosophical Questions, Simply Explained If you thought it was diﬃcult to learn philosophy
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and its many concepts, The Philosophy Book presents the key ideas in a clear layout. Find out
what philosophers thought about the nature of reality, and the fundamental questions we ask
ourselves; What is the meaning of life? What is the Universe made of? And work your way
through the diﬀerent branches of philosophy such as metaphysics and ethics, from ancient
and modern thinkers. The Big Ideas Series With millions of copies sold worldwide, The
Philosophy Book is part of the award-winning Big Ideas series from DK. The series uses striking
graphics along with engaging writing, making big topics easy to understand.
The Sociology Book Sarah Tomley 2019-12-12 Learn about how we organize our society in
The Sociology Book. Part of the fascinating Big Ideas series, this book tackles tricky topics and
themes in a simple and easy to follow format. Learn about Sociology in this overview guide to
the subject, great for beginners looking to learn and experts wishing to refresh their
knowledge alike! The Sociology Book brings a fresh and vibrant take on the topic through eyecatching graphics and diagrams to immerse yourself in. This captivating book will broaden
your understanding of Sociology, with: - More than 80 ideas from the world's most renowned
sociologists - Packed with facts, charts, timelines and graphs to help explain core concepts - A
visual approach to big subjects with striking illustrations and graphics throughout - Easy to
follow text makes topics accessible for people at any level of understanding The Sociology
Book is the perfect introduction to a range of societal issues, ranging from government and
gender identity to inequalities and globalization, aimed at adults with an interest in the subject
and students wanting to gain more of an overview. Here you'll ﬁnd biographies of key
sociologists and social activists that give a historical context to each idea. Your Sociology
Questions, Simply Explained This book explores the similar issues that aﬀect us all; the tension
between the needs of the individual and society, the changing workplace, and the role of
everything from government to mass culture in our lives. If you thought it was diﬃcult to learn
about social theory, The Sociology Book presents key information in a clear layout. Learn
about issues of equality, diversity, identity, and human rights; the role of institutions; and the
rise of urban living in modern society, with fantastic mind maps and step-by-step summaries.
The Big Ideas Series With millions of copies sold worldwide, The Sociology Book is part of the
award-winning Big Ideas series from DK. The series uses striking graphics along with engaging
writing, making big topics easy to understand.
The Bible Book Dorling Kindersley Publishing Staﬀ 2018-02-12 Learn more about the ideas
and beliefs key to the teachings of the most widely printed religious book of all time, in this
perfect introduction to The Bible. The Bible Book features breakdowns of some of the most
well-known passages ever written from The Bible. Looking at more than 100 of the most
important Old and New Testament stories through beautiful and easy-to-follow spreads, The
Bible Book proﬁles key ﬁgures, from Adam and Eve to Peter and Paul, locations, such as
Jerusalem and Rome and essential theological theories, like the Trinity, to help create a clear
insight into Christianity. Packed with biblical quotes, ﬂowcharts and infographics explaining
signiﬁcant concepts clearly and simply, The Bible Book is perfect for anyone with an interest in
religion.
The Politics Book DK 2015-03-02 Politics aﬀects us all and the same questions reverberate
across history. Who should rule? Is property theft? What's mightier - the bullet or the ballot?
Discover 80 of the world's greatest thinkers and their political big ideas that continue to shape
our lives today. Humankind has always asked profound questions about how we can best
govern ourselves and how rulers should behave. The Politics Book charts the development of
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long-running themes, such as attitudes to democracy and violence, developed by thinkers
from Confucius in ancient China to Mahatma Gandhi in 20th-century India. Justice goes hand in
hand with politics, and in this comprehensive guide, you can explore the championing of
people's rights from the Magna Carta to Thomas Jeﬀerson's Bill of Rights and Malcolm X's call
to arms. Ideologies inevitably clash and The Politics Book takes you through the big ideas such
as capitalism, communism, and fascism exploring their beginnings and social contexts in stepby-step diagrams and illustrations, with clear explanations that cut through the jargon. Filled
with thought-provoking quotes from great thinkers such as Nietzsche, Karl Marx, and Mao
Zedong, The Politics Book is a thought-provoking and unmissable read for both students and
everyone interested in how the world of government and power works. Series Overview: Big
Ideas Simply Explained series uses creative design and innovative graphics along with
straightforward and engaging writing to make complex subjects easier to understand. With
over 7 million copies worldwide sold to date, these award-winning books provide just the
information needed for students, families, or anyone interested in concise, thought-provoking
refreshers on a single subject.
The Sherlock Holmes Book DK 2015-10-20 The Sherlock Holmes Book, the latest in DK's
award-winning Big Ideas Simply Explained series, tackles the most "elementary" of subjects-the world of Sherlock Holmes, as told by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. The Sherlock Holmes Book is
packed with witty illustrations, clear graphics, and memorable quotes that make it the perfect
Sherlock Holmes guide, covering every case of the world's greatest detective, from A Study in
Scarlet to The Adventure of Shoscombe Old Place, placing the sorties in a wider context.
Stories include at-a-glance ﬂowcharts that show how Holmes reaches his conclusions through
deductive reasoning, and character guides provide handy reference for readers and an
invaluable resource for fans of the Sherlock Holmes ﬁlms and TV series. The Sherlock Holmes
Book holds a magnifying glass to the world of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's legendary detective.
The Feminism Book DK 2019-02-05 Exploring more than 100 of the most important ideas,
organizations, and events to have deﬁned the feminist movement, this is an essential
introduction to feminism. The latest entry in DK's bestselling Big Ideas series, The Feminism
Book is a complete study of feminism. Trace the subject from its origins, through the suﬀrage
campaigns of the late 19th century, to recent developments such as the Everyday Sexism
Project and the #MeToo movement. Examine the ideas that underpin feminist thought through
crucial ﬁgures, from Simone de Beauvoir to Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, and discover the
wider social, cultural, and historical context of their impact. Find out who campaigned for birth
control, when the term "intersectionality" was coined, and what "postfeminism" really means
in this comprehensive book. Using the Big Ideas series' trademark combination of
authoritative, accessible text and bold graphics, the most signiﬁcant concepts and theories
have never been easier to understand. Packed with inspirational quotations, eye-catching
infographics, and clear ﬂowcharts, The Feminism Book is a must-have for anyone with an
interest in the subject.
The Literature Book DK 2016-04-21 From Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby to Shelley's
Frankenstein, The Literature Book documents the greatest literature ever written. Featuring
over 100 best-selling books, plays and poetry from all over the world, including Latin American
and African ﬁction, The Literature Book encompasses celebrated masterpieces from the most
renowned authors to have ever lived. Stunning images and inspirational quotes jump out from
the pages, as detailed plot summaries and helpful context bring the timeless works of
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literature to life. The book also oﬀers a deeper look into the famed ﬁction of Shakespeare,
Oscar Wilde and more, as in-depth literary criticism and interesting authorial biographies give
each work of literature a new meaning. In The Literature Book, the world's most iconic
literature and greatest writers come together for a fascinating journey through time that is a
must-have for any literature student or fan of ﬁction.
The Economics Book DK 2014-12-19 All your complicated economic questions and theories
explained by world experts. Economics is a broad topic and if you're not an economist by
profession, your knowledge might be limited - until now! The Economics Book is your jargonfree, visual guide to understanding the production and distribution of wealth. Using a
combination of authoritative, clear text, and bold graphics, this encyclopedia explores and
explains big questions and issues that aﬀect us all - everything from taxation, to recession, to
the housing market and much more! By following an innovative visual approach, The
Economics Bookdemystiﬁes and untangles complicated theories. Make sense of abstract
concepts through colourful graphics, fun facts, and step-by-step ﬂow diagrams. Satisfy Your
Hunger for Knowledge Dive deeper into the history of economics with this page-turning book!
From the ancient Greeks to today, you'll discover over 100 key ideas from the world's greatest
theorists, such as Thomas Malthus, John Maynard Keynes, and Milton Friedman. Fortunately,
you don't need a degree in economics to gain this type of understanding. The Economics Book
is your accessible guide to gaining tonnes of invaluable economic knowledge and learning how
the economy shapes our world! This book will be your guide through the history of economics:
- Let the Trading Begin 400 BCE - 1770 CE - The Age of Reason 1770 - 1820 - Industrial and
Economic Revolutions 1820 - 1929 - War and Depressions: 1929 - 1945 - Post-War Economics
1945 - 1970 - Contemporary Economics 1970 - Present The Series Simply Explained With over
7 million copies sold worldwide to date, The Economics Book is part of the award-winning Big
Ideas series from DK Books. It uses innovative graphics along with engaging writing to make
complex subjects easier to understand.
The Astronomy Book DK 2021-02-02 Since the dawn of humankind, people have looked
upward to the heavens and tried to understand them. This encyclopedia takes you on an
expedition through time and space to discover our place in the universe. We invite you to take
a journey through the wonders of the universe. Explore the cosmos, from planets to black
holes, the Big Bang, and everything in-between! Get ready to discover the story of the
universe one page at a time! This educational book for young adults will launch you on a wild
trip through the cosmos and the incredible discoveries throughout history. Filled to the brim
with beautifully illustrated ﬂowcharts, graphics, and jargon-free language, The Astronomy
Book breaks down hard-to-grasp concepts to guide you in understanding almost 100 big
astronomical ideas. Big Ideas How do we measure the universe? Where is the event horizon?
What is dark matter? Now you can ﬁnd out all the answers to these questions and so much
more in this inquisitive book about our universe! Using incredibly clever visual learning devices
like step-by-step diagrams, you'll learn more about captivating topics from the Copernican
Revolution. Dive into the mind-boggling theories of recent science in a user-friendly format
that makes the information easy to follow. Explore the biographies, theories, and discoveries
of key astronomers through the ages such as Ptolemy, Galileo, Newton, Hubble, and Hawking.
To inﬁnity and beyond! Journey through space and time with us: - From Myth to Science 600
BCE - 1550 CE - The Telescope Revolution 1550 - 1750 - Uranus to Neptune 1750 - 1850 - The
Rise of Astrophysics 1850 - 1915 - Atom, Stars, And Galaxies 1915 - 1950 - New Windows on
The Universe 1950 - 1917 - The Triumph of Technology 1975 - Present The Series Simply
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Explained With over 7 million copies sold worldwide to date, The Astronomy Book is part of the
award-winning Big Ideas Simply Explained series from DK Books. It uses innovative graphics
along with engaging writing to make complex subjects easier to understand. Shortlisted: A
Young Adult Library Services Association Outstanding Books for the College Bound and
Lifelong Learners list selection A Mom's Choice Awards® Honoring Excellence Gold Seal of
Approval for Young Adult Books A Parents' Choice Gold Award winner
A History of Magic, Witchcraft and the Occult DK 2020-08-18 See the history of
witchcraft, magic and superstition come to life with this spectacular supernatural book! From
alchemy and modern Wicca to paganism and shamanism, this enchanting book takes you on a
mystical journey that will leave you spellbound. This is the perfect introduction to magic and
the occult! This reference book about magic is packed with: - Informative, engaging and
accessible text and lavish illustrations - Special features on aspects of magic, such as oracle
bones of ancient China, the Knights Templar and magic at the movies, and "plants and
potions" like mandrake and belladonna examine topics in great detail - Quick-fact panels that
explore magic origins, key ﬁgures, key deities, use in spells, structures of religions and more
This indispensable witchcraft book explores the common human fascination with spells,
superstition and the supernatural. It provides you with a balanced and unbiased account of
everything from Japanese folklore and Indian witchcraft to the diﬀerences between black and
white magic and dispelling myths such as those surrounding the voodoo doll and Ouija. Expect
the unexpected with A History Of Magic, Witchcraft and the Occult. It will open your eyes to
other worlds. Discover forms of divination from astrology and palmistry to the Tarot and
runestones. Explore the presence of witchcraft in literature from Shakespeare's Macbeth to the
Harry Potter series, and the ways in which magic has interacted with religion. Whether you're
a believer or a skeptic, this richly illustrated history book provides a fresh approach to the
extensive and complex story of witchcraft, magic and the occult.
The Classical Music Book DK 2018-12-04 Who wrote the ﬁrst true "opera"? Where did the
system of musical notation come from? How do composers construct symphonies? The
Classical Music Book answers these questions and more by exploring the history of classical
music in clear and easy-to-follow sections. More than 90 works by famous composers are
analyzed, with explanations of their music theory and impact on society. You will also explore
the fascinating stories about the lives of crucial composers and performers. Covering Thomas
Tallis in the early period, baroque masters like Bach and Handel, and the classical genius of
Beethoven and Wagner all the way to the modern-day composers, this comprehensive book
explores the key ideas rooted in the world's greatest classical compositions and musical
traditions. The importance of each composition is explained, placing them into their wider
social, cultural, and historical context. With its unique approach to the subject, this the perfect
classical music guide for everyone. Regardless of whether you are relatively new to the subject
or if you are a classical music aﬁcionado, there is plenty to discover on every page. Series
Overview: Big Ideas Simply Explained series uses creative design and innovative graphics
along with straightforward and engaging writing to make complex subjects easier to
understand. With over 7 million copies worldwide sold to date, these award-winning books
provide just the information needed for students, families, or anyone interested in concise,
thought-provoking refreshers on a single subject.
The Movie Book DK 2016-01-05 Stand by for hours of blissful immersion in the world of ﬁlm the world's "seventh art". The Movie Book is your detailed guide to 100 seismic ﬁlms, from
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Intolerance (1916) to the groundbreaking Boyhood (2014). Part of the Big Ideas series, The
Movie Book is your perfect companion and reference with infographics to explain swift-moving
plots and complicated relationships. It shows The Godfather's complicated web of family and
associates, for example, and gives minute-by-minute plot lines to iconic movies such as Taxi
Driver or Blade Runner. One ﬁlm can inﬂuence another and this indispensable and crystal clear
guide explains what inspired Quentin Tarantino to use a glowing briefcase in Pulp Fiction, for
example, or how Jaws triggered decades of summer action blockbusters. Liberally sprinkled
with gorgeous stills, pithy quotes, and trivia detail, The Movie Book brings you new insights
into your favorites and introduces you to little-known masterpieces from around the world.
Series Overview: Big Ideas Simply Explained series uses creative design and innovative
graphics along with straightforward and engaging writing to make complex subjects easier to
understand. With over 7 million copies worldwide sold to date, these award-winning books
provide just the information needed for students, families, or anyone interested in concise,
thought-provoking refreshers on a single subject.
Hamlet William Shakespeare 2021-02-09 Hamlet, probably composed between 1599 and
1601, takes place in Denmark and tells how Prince Hamlet carries out his revenge on his uncle
Claudius who murdered Hamlet's father, the king, and holds the usurped crown as well as
nuptials with Gertrude, the mother of Hamlet. The play is vividly traced around insanity (both
real and feigned) and the course from deep pain to inordinate anger. It also explores the
themes of betrayal, revenge, incest and moral corruption.
The Black History Book DK 2021-11-23 Discover the rich and complex history of the peoples of
Africa, and the struggles and triumphs of Black cultures and communities around the world.
With proﬁles of key people, movements, and events, The Black History Book brings together
accounts of the most signiﬁcant ideas and milestones in Black history and culture. This vital
and thought-provoking ebook presents a bold and accessible overview of the history of the
African continent and its peoples - from the earliest human migrations to modern Black
communities and the African diaspora. Powerful images and innovative infographics bring to
life the stories of the early kingdoms of Ancient Egypt, Nubia, and Carthage; the powerful
empires of the Medieval and Early Modern eras; and the struggle against European colonizers.
Black history and culture beyond the African continent is also explored in detail - including the
Atlantic Slave Trade; the quilombos (slave resistance camps) of Brazil; the Harlem
Renaissance and Jazz Age; the "Windrush" migration; Civil Rights and Black feminist
movements; and Black Lives Matter. Using the "Big Ideas" series' trademark combination of
authoritative, accessible text and bold graphics, The Black History Book examines the
achievements and struggles of Black communities across the world up to the modern day, as
well as the inﬂuence of Black cultures on art, literature, and music the world over.
The Psychology Book DK 2015-02-02 How does memory work? Who is the "distractor" in
your family? What was the "car crash" experiment? The Psychology Book is your visual guide
to the complex and fascinating world of human behavior. Discover how we learn, become
emotionally bonded with others, and develop coping mechanisms to deal with adversity, or
conform in a group. Get to know key thinkers, from Freud and Jung to Elizabeth Loftus and
Melanie Klein, and follow charts and timelines to make sense of it all and see how one theory
inﬂuenced another. With concise explanations of diﬀerent schools of psychology including
psychotherapy, cognitive psychology and behaviorism, this is an ideal reference whether
you're a student, or a general reader. It's your authoritative guide to over 100 key ideas,
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theories and conditions, including the collective unconscious, the "selﬁsh" gene, false memory,
psychiatric disorders, and autism. If you're fascinated by the human mind, The Psychology
Book is both an invaluable reference and illuminating read.
The Shakespeare Book DK 2015-03-10 "All the world's a stage", William Shakespeare wrote,
"And all the men and women merely players." Sit back as the curtain goes up on the dramas,
sonnets, and life of one of the greatest writers in the English language. Shakespeare wrote or
contributed to more than 40 plays, ranging from romantic comedies to the profound tragedy
King Lear, as well as 154 sonnets. The Shakespeare Book has visual plot summaries of each
one, with diagrams to show the intricate web of relationships in plays such as A Midsummer's
Night Dream. Commentaries explain Shakespeare's sources and set each drama in context,
revealing, for instance, how the warring Protestants and Catholics of his day are mirrored in
Romeo and Juliet's Montagues and Capulets. Written in plain English and packed with graphics
and illustrations, The Shakespeare Book illumines the Bard's world - his marriage, businesses,
and friends - and explains how his works became an enduring phenomenon. Whether you need
a guide through complex plots and unfamiliar language, or you're looking for a fresh
perspective on his well-loved plays and sonnets, this indispensable guide will help you fully
appreciate Shakespeare, the man, and the writer. Reviews: "Generous helpings of illustrations,
time lines, plot diagrams, and character guides ensure that even readers in their 'salad days'
will enjoy every dish at the Shakespearean feast." - Booklist "Enlightening" - YA Book Central
"In this latest addition to the series, the Bard comes alive for young aﬁcionados." - School
Library Journal "Countless volumes have been written about William Shakespeare and his
work, but here is a single volume that has organized his plays (and some of his sonnets) in
exactly what the subtitle says: 'Big Ideas Simply Explained...a must-have.'" - VOYA magazine
The Literature Book DK 2016-03-01 Learn about the greatest works of literature, and the
lives of those who wrote them in The Literature Book. Part of the fascinating Big Ideas series,
this book tackles tricky topics and themes in a simple and easy to follow format. Learn about
Literature in this overview guide to the subject, great for beginners looking to learn and
experts wishing to refresh their knowledge alike! The Literature Book brings a fresh and
vibrant take on the topic through eye-catching graphics and diagrams to immerse yourself in.
This captivating book will broaden your understanding of Literature, with: - More than 100
ground-breaking ideas on major literary works - Packed with facts, charts, timelines and
graphs to help explain core concepts - A visual approach to big subjects with striking
illustrations and graphics throughout - Easy to follow text makes topics accessible for people
at any level of understanding The Literature Book is the perfect introduction to masterpieces
from the world’s greatest authors, aimed at adults with an interest in the subject, and
literature students wanting to gain more of an overview. Here you’ll discover more than 100
articles exploring landmark novels, short stories, plays, and poetry that reinvented the art of
writing in their time. Your Literature Questions, Simply Explained From the Iliad to The Great
Gatsby, embark on a fascinating, graphic-led journey through the greatest works of poetry and
prose. If you thought it was diﬃcult to learn about the ﬁctional masterpieces of our time and
the literary geniuses behind them, The Literature Book presents key information in an easy to
follow layout. From Modernism to Shakespearean, Realism to Romanticism, discover the
literary movements through fantastic mind maps and step-by-step summaries. The Big Ideas
Series With millions of copies sold worldwide, The Literature Book is part of the award-winning
Big Ideas series from DK. The series uses striking graphics along with engaging writing,
making big topics easy to understand.
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The Physics Book DK 2020-03-10 Explore the laws and theories of physics in this accessible
introduction to the forces that shape our universe, our planet, and our everyday lives. Using a
bold, graphics-led approach, The Physics Book sets out more than 80 of the key concepts and
discoveries that have deﬁned the subject and inﬂuenced our technology since the beginning of
time. With the focus ﬁrmly on unpacking the thought behind each theory-as well as exploring
when and how each idea and breakthrough came about-ﬁve themed chapters examine the
history and developments in speciﬁc areas such as Light, Sound, and Electricity. Eureka
moments abound: from Archimedes' bathtub discoveries about displacement and density, and
Galileo's experiments with spheres falling from the Tower of Pisa, to Isaac Newton's apple and
his conclusions about gravity and the laws of motion. You'll also learn about Albert Einstein's
revelations about relativity; how the accidental discovery of cosmic microwave background
radiation conﬁrmed the Big Bang theory; the search for the Higgs boson particle; and why
most of the universe is missing. If you've ever wondered exactly how physicists formulatedand proved-their abstract concepts, The Physics Book is the book for you. Series Overview: Big
Ideas Simply Explained series uses creative design and innovative graphics along with
straightforward and engaging writing to make complex subjects easier to understand. With
over 7 million copies worldwide sold to date, these award-winning books provide just the
information needed for students, families, or anyone interested in concise, thought-provoking
refreshers on a single subject.
The Philosophy Book DK 2015-03-02 What existed before the Universe was created? Where
does self-worth come from? Do the ends always justify the means? The Philosophy Book
answers the most profound questions we all have. It is your visual guide to the fundamental
nature of existence, society, and how we think. Discover what it means to be free, whether
science can predict the future, or how language shapes our thoughts. Learn about the world's
greatest philosophers, from Plato and Confucius to modern thinkers such as Chomsky and
Derrida and follow charts and timelines that graphically show the progression of ideas and
logic. Written in plain English, with concise explanations of branches of philosophy such as
metaphysics and ethics, it untangles complicated theories and makes sense of abstract
concepts. It is an ideal reference whether you're a student or a general reader, with simple
explanations of big ideas, including the four noble truths, the soul, class struggle, moral
purpose, and good and evil. If you're curious about the deeper questions in life, The Philosophy
Book is both an invaluable reference and illuminating read.
The History Book Dorling Kindersley 2016-06-27 The History Book tackles big historical ideas
with stunning visuals, key quotes, and important themes that are woven throughout world
history. Discover events from the assassination of Caesar to World War I and see the people
and events come to life with The History Book, perfect for students, adults, or anyone who
wants to understand our fascinating past.
The Math Book DK 2019-09-03 See how math's inﬁnite mysteries and beauty unfold in this
captivating educational book! Discover more than 85 of the most important mathematical
ideas, theorems, and proofs ever devised with this beautifully illustrated book. Get to know the
great minds whose revolutionary discoveries changed our world today. You don't have to be a
math genius to follow along with this book! This brilliant book is packed with short, easy-tograsp explanations, step-by-step diagrams, and witty illustrations that play with our ideas
about numbers. What is an imaginary number? Can two parallel lines ever meet? How can
math help us predict the future? All will be revealed and explained in this encyclopedia of
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mathematics. It's as easy as 1-2-3! The Math Book tells the exciting story of how mathematical
thought advanced through history. This diverse and inclusive account will have something for
everybody, including the math behind world economies and espionage. This book charts the
development of math around the world, from ancient mathematical ideas and inventions like
prehistoric tally bones through developments in medieval and Renaissance Europe. Fast
forward to today and gain insight into the recent rise of game and group theory. Delve in
deeper into the history of math: - Ancient and Classical Periods 6000 BCE - 500 CE - The Middle
Ages 500 - 1500 - The Renaissance 1500 - 1680 - The Enlightenment 1680 - 1800 - The 19th
Century 1800 - 1900 - Modern Mathematics 1900 - Present The Series Simply Explained With
over 7 million copies sold worldwide to date, The Math Book is part of the award-winning Big
Ideas Simply Explained series from DK Books. It uses innovative graphics along with engaging
writing to make complex subjects easier to understand.
The Politics Book DK 2015-03-02 Learn about how the world of government and power works
in The Politics Book. Part of the fascinating Big Ideas series, this book tackles tricky topics and
themes in a simple and easy to follow format. Learn about Politics in this overview guide to the
subject, brilliant for novices looking to ﬁnd out more and experts wishing to refresh their
knowledge alike! The Politics Book brings a fresh and vibrant take on the topic through eyecatching graphics and diagrams to immerse yourself in. This captivating book will broaden
your understanding of Politics, with: - More than 100 groundbreaking ideas in the history of
political thought - Packed with facts, charts, timelines and graphs to help explain core
concepts - A visual approach to big subjects with striking illustrations and graphics throughout
- Easy to follow text makes topics accessible for people at any level of understanding The
Politics Book is a captivating introduction to the world's greatest thinkers and their political big
ideas that continue to shape our lives today, aimed at adults with an interest in the subject
and students wanting to gain more of an overview. Delve into the development of long-running
themes, like attitudes to democracy and violence, developed by thinkers from Confucius in
ancient China to Mahatma Gandhi in 20th-century India, all through exciting text and bold
graphics. Your Politics Questions, Simply Explained This engaging overview explores the big
political ideas such as capitalism, communism, and fascism, exploring their beginnings and
social contexts - and the political thinkers who have made signiﬁcant contributions. If you
thought it was diﬃcult to learn about governing bodies and aﬀairs, The Politics Book presents
key information in a clear layout. Learn about the ideas of ancient and medieval philosophers
and statesmen, as well as the key personalities of the 16th to the 21st centuries that have
shaped political thinking, policy, and statecraft. The Big Ideas Series With millions of copies
sold worldwide, The Politics Book is part of the award-winning Big Ideas series from DK. The
series uses striking graphics along with engaging writing, making big topics easy to
understand.
Learning How to Learn Barbara Oakley, PhD 2018-08-07 A surprisingly simple way for
students to master any subject--based on one of the world's most popular online courses and
the bestselling book A Mind for Numbers A Mind for Numbers and its wildly popular online
companion course "Learning How to Learn" have empowered more than two million learners of
all ages from around the world to master subjects that they once struggled with. Fans often
wish they'd discovered these learning strategies earlier and ask how they can help their kids
master these skills as well. Now in this new book for kids and teens, the authors reveal how to
make the most of time spent studying. We all have the tools to learn what might not seem to
come naturally to us at ﬁrst--the secret is to understand how the brain works so we can unlock
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its power. This book explains: Why sometimes letting your mind wander is an important part of
the learning process How to avoid "rut think" in order to think outside the box Why having a
poor memory can be a good thing The value of metaphors in developing understanding A
simple, yet powerful, way to stop procrastinating Filled with illustrations, application questions,
and exercises, this book makes learning easy and fun.
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